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Our real impact-driven books publishing programme

Our books present lasting records of some of the most pressing subjects impacting the world today, offering a platform for innovative and interdisciplinary research across a broad range of topics. They address significant issues, with real life applications.




















Get access to eBooks


Subscription and purchase options to suit your content and budget requirements.
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Shop our books


Browse and buy individual print books from our Bookstore
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View our book series


Browse our series by subject category
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Publish your book with us


Find out how you can become an Emerald author and get your book published.
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Explore books on Emerald Insight


Emerald's dedicated content platform, search and browse the book content you need.
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Resources for librarians


Find out about access and authentication, download user guides and usage reports or explore resources for discovery.
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Bookseller resources


Find book sales contacts and agents in your region, details of titles coming soon and our returns policy.
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Purchase and trial options


Through a range of purchase and collection models, you can choose how you access our content. A number of options are available for each of our products.
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Book highlights


Showcasing some of the high-quality and impactful research that has been published in Emerald books.
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Mad Muse


Mad Muse illuminates the complex, co-existing relationship between the arts and mental health and represents an invaluable contribution to the study of health humanities.
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Financial Derivatives


A fundamental text exploring a controversial and relevant concept of financial derivatives.
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SDG4 - Quality Education


Explores the multifaceted and complex nature of inclusivity and quality education and the challenges around SDG4.
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30-Minute Website Marketing


This guide delivers impactful, instant value to the broader marketing and targeted website marketing field, with practical help, direction, and expert step-by-step advice.
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Library Dementia Services


This book explores best practice guidelines and concrete ideas for serving those with dementia and their caregivers.
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Employer Branding for the Hospitality and Tourism Industry


Employer branding aims to assist businesses in becoming the employer for choice for potential employees, challenging classical approaches to people management and career aspiration.
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The Battle To Do Good


Provides unique insights and guidance on how to successfully navigate and manage today's societal issues to make the business stronger, more relevant. and more profitable.
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Onboarding


Written for managers and human resources teams, this book will provide clear guidance on how to design a complete and effective onboarding process.
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Autonomous Driving


A comprehensive look at the latest revolution in mobility, from ethical considerations in the programming of automated driving procedures to changes in attitudes towards car ownership and design.
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Drones: The Brilliant, the Bad and the Beautiful


This book shines a light on real-world application of drones, the challenges they pose, and what they reveal about the human condition when faces with a future of autonomous, intelligent robots.
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The British Book Awards

We are proud winners of the Academic, Educational and Professional Publisher of the Year at The British Book Awards 2019, and highly commended for The Alison Morrison Diversity and Inclusivity Award at the 2023 Independent Publishing Awards.
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Explore books on Emerald Insight


Search and browse the books content you need on Emerald's dedicated content platform.
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Purchase & trial options


Through a range of purchase and collection models, you can choose how you access our content. A number of options are available for each of our products.
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